
Combustible 
garbage 

Processing 
method 

Fees

・We collect it twice a week (Monday/Thursday or Tuesday/Friday). 
・Please put it in city-designed garbage bag, and put in decided garbage     
   station by am 8:30 of the collection day. 
・You can also bring it to incinerator (Yame seibu clean center) directly. 

Combustible garbage such as kitchen waste and plastic 
products. 
We collect that you put in the city-designated garbage bag 
twice a week. 

・City-designed garbage bag：  (large) 800 yen for 20 sheets 
       　　  　(small) 600 yen for 20 sheets 

・Carry-on fee：150 yen per 10 kg

Kitchen waste 
Please drain the water 
and put it out. 

Plastic product 

Incombustible garbage such as 
bottles and cans is not allowed to 
put it in garbage bag. 

Please use city-designed 
garbage bag. 

Please make sure to put all of 
garbage in garbage bag.

Big garbage is not 
allowed to put it out.

Paper, cardboard, and clothes can also be put out, but these garbage are recyclable 
garbage, so please put them out as recyclable garbage as much as possible.



Monday & Thursday

honmura, motomura,
inadomi, sakaida, takatsuka,
miyano, yanaze, yabara,
hikari, odama, kawai, sinjo,
kunitake, imabuku, kamahara,
kamenoko, tatsugahara, tateno,
maekoga, unoike, murooka.

Yame-city

toyobuku, takumada, yoshida,
iwasaki, ojima, kitoin, tsunoe,
baba, nouso, hirata, yamauchi,
nagano, kitatagata, yanajima,
ogomori, tadami, inobu, 
kurotsuchi, hon.

Yame-city
tachibana

mitsutomo
4th, 5th(takayama) ward,
nakashima, nakasu, kusaba, 
kitayama, shiraki.

mitsutomo 
1st, 2nd,
5th(niai, tanigawa,kugizaki), 
7th, shiratsuchi, 9th ward,
tokudani, hebaru.

Yame-city
kurogi

kanmachi, nakamyou, nishikuwahara, 
higashiima, nishiima, jinnouchi, 
machimukai,
honbun, tamoto, nakabaru, 
yubeta, inuyama, shijono, 
kamimyou(except for 7th group), 
nakamyou, simomyou, kako, kasahara, 
tuchiyana, hirano.

shimomachi, sakaemachi,
baba, tanihasuwa, higashikuwahara, 
kamimyou(7th group), tashiro,
jorotake, yamanaka, mawatari,
aratani, nigaki, jirobuchi, hanawatari, 
koya, fukibaru,
muta, kenmochi, kouragomori.

Yame-city
joyo

uchigoshi, shibao, 
higashi(nishi)kawabata, giondo,
kamiage, murozono, manago,
funagi, fujiki, iwashita, nakamura, 
kuribayashi, nakagawaha, hanzawa.  

igomano, todoroki, kuroiwa,
shibasaka, kiura, okubo, 
hotokeo, yaedani, mikawa,
yuzuriha, nakagawachi, itsuka,
ishihara, noumata, tashiro, koga.

Yame-city
yabe

1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th(kitaosono),
5th(ozono, sasamata, kuwanohira)ward. 

4th(except for kitanozono),
5th(except for ozono, sasamata, 
kuwanohira), 6th ward, 
yuinomori.

Yame-city
hoshino

ono, mukudani(sokobarai, miyagura, 
matobettou, sako).

kamigou(except for oghare, kayawara, 
kunitake, nisou, yamaguchi, hirogoura, 
omuro),
hoshino(except for sokobarai, miyagura, 
matobettou, sako,
hangoro, kichijo)

Collecting date of 
Combustible garbage 

Tuesday & Friday



Glass

Bottle PET bottleCan Paper

Tableware Food tray Paper carton

Small appliance Metal Spray can Florescent 
tube/Battery

・Please bring it in town-block’s collecting date that 1-2 times a month.
・You can also bring it to garbage disposal site (Yame seibu recycle plaza)  
    directly.

Garbage to be reused for another product or material
Bring it directly to the collection site for processing.

・Free

Recyclable 
garbage

Processing 
method 

Fees



・Please bring it in town-block’s collecting date that 1-2 times a month.
・You can also bring it to garbage disposal site (Yame seibu clean center)   
 directly.

Incombustible garbage that cannot be recycled
Bring it directly to the collection site for processing.

・Collection in town-block：Free
・Carry-on fee：200 yen per 10 kg

Incandescent light bulb/
Glow starter

Manicure bottleLED bulb Mirror etc.

Incombustible  
garbage

Processing 
method 

Fees



・You can also bring it to garbage disposal site (Yame seibu clean center)  
    directly.
・Use oversized garbage collection system. (You need to apply to city hall)

Large garbage that cannot put in the bag
Bring it directly to the collection site for processing.

・Carry-on fee (Combustible garbage)  ：150 yen per 10 kg
                         (Incombustible garbage)：200 yen per 10 kg
・Oversized garbage collection system：
    500 yen or 1,000 yen per one garbage

Big garbage such as Bed/Sofa/Table/Chest/Bicycle 

Bedding Helmet Poly tank etc.

Oversized  
garbage

Processing 
method 

Fees


